Worksheet
Class 6
English - Grammer
Worksheets have become an integral part of the education system. Worksheets are very critical for
every student to practice his/ her concepts. Students, teachers and parents can download all CBSE
educational material and extremely well prepared worksheets from this website. All revision
worksheets, Sample papers, Question banks and easy to learn study notes for all classes and
subjects have been prepared based on the latest guidelines sent by CBSE. All CBSE educational
material is developed by our panel of teachers, have also been submitted by thousands of teachers
and students. The study material has been carefully compiled by the best teachers in India.
Worksheets have been submitted by teachers of various CBSE schools and also have been
carefully developed keeping into consideration the latest CBSE syllabus.
A. Do as direct:1. He is ready. (change into interrogative)
2. Are you going to a hill station? (change into assertive)
3. Stop making noise. (write the type of sentence)
4. His rude behavior annoyed me. (pick predicate)
5. _____________cooked the noodles. (write suitable subject)
6. It is extremely cold in January. (underline proper noun)
7. Disobey (change the verb into Abstract noun)
8. Men’s (use possessive noun into sentence of your own)
9. Roof teeth (connect singular noun with its plural)
Tooth roofs
10. Please offer the cold drinks in the_____________glasses. (fill material noun)
11. Table, Indira Gandhi, Sunday, horse, Temple. (pick common noun)
12. Romi is an honest merchant. (underline quality adjective)
13. Reena ate two mangoes. (write the type of adjective)

14. ________pen does your father use? (fill interrogative adjective)
15. ________sister reeta sings well. (fill possessive adjective)
16. Alexander was a____________king. (powerful/two)
17. These/those bags are mine. (tick the correct adjective)
18. She does not need_______money. (fill a proper adjective)
19. The__________person to wish me on my birthday was my sister. (fill correct word first/one)

